Thermodynamic and kinetic controls on co-transport of *Pantoea agglomerans* cells and Zn through clean and iron oxide coated sand columns.
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Abstract

Recent observations that subsurface bacteria quickly adsorb metal contaminants raise concerns that they may enhance metal transport, given the high mobility of bacteria themselves. However, metal adsorption to bacteria is also reversible, suggesting that mobility within porous medium will depend on the interplay between adsorption-desorption kinetics and thermodynamic driving forces for adsorption. Till now there has been no systematic investigation of these important interactions. This study investigates the thermodynamic and kinetic controls of co-transport of *Pantoea agglomerans* cells and Zn in quartz and iron-oxide coated sand (IOCS) packed columns. Batch kinetic studies show that significant Zn sorption on IOCS takes place within two hours. Adsorption onto *P. agglomerans* surfaces reaches equilibrium within 30 minutes. Experiments in flow through quartz sand systems demonstrate that bacteria have negligible effect on zinc mobility, regardless of ionic strength and pH conditions. Zinc transport exhibits significant retardation in IOCS columns at high pH in the absence of cells. Yet, when mobile bacteria (non attached) are passed through simultaneously with zinc, no facilitated transport is observed. Adsorption onto cells becomes significant and plays a role in mobile metal speciation only once the IOCS is saturated with zinc. This suggests that IOCS exhibits stronger affinity for Zn than cell surfaces. However, when bacteria and Zn are pre-associated on entering the column, zinc transport is initially facilitated. Subsequently, zinc partly desorbs from the cells and redistributes onto the IOCS as a result of the higher thermodynamic affinity for IOCS.

1. Introduction
The presence of colloids, including bacteria, can affect metal contaminant mobility in natural aquifer systems. Provided that a contaminant adsorbs onto the colloid, the presence of colloids can lead to facilitation and/or attenuation of the contaminant’s transport [1, 2]; in media with some degree of physical heterogeneity, colloid facilitated transport can take place through macropores and concurrent colloid-assisted contaminant retention can be observed in small pores. In addition, it has been shown that minor differences in physical properties of cells can lead to major differences in their transport behaviour in the field environment [3]. Such differences are expected to be reflected in the mobility of the contaminant adsorbed on the cells. Microbial cell surfaces show strong affinity for a variety of metals [4-8]. These observations have significant potential environmental implications, and demand that enhanced mobilisation scenarios be taken into consideration in assessing risk from contamination sources [9]. Pang et al. [10] showed that Cd travelled through a gravel column 17-20 times faster in the presence of bacteria, although during the desorption phase bacteria slowed down Cd breakthrough by 2-3 times. Chen et al. [11] found that Cs transport through a sediment column was facilitated when it was pre-associated with colloids, however at low flow rates Cs would be stripped off the colloid, therefore revealing that desorption was a residence-time-dependent process and facilitation depends on process kinetics. In another study, the facilitated transport of Pb was suppressed by the injection of high concentration of divalent salts, such as Ca\(^{2+}\), as colloid release from the solid matrix was reduced [12]. In a field study by Pang and Close [13], multiple simultaneous peaks of bacteria and Cd breakthrough curves (BTCs) were observed, revealing the strong effect of bacteria-facilitated transport. An early Cd peak coincided with a *B. subtilis* peak and occurred before the conservative tracer arrival, suggesting the high degree of association of Cd with bacteria which followed preferential flow paths. Moreover, Bekhit et al. [14] demonstrated that the degree of colloid facilitation depends on the chemical conditions of the system; colloid mediated transport of Sr depended primarily on ionic strength (I) and secondarily on pH. Other studies have shown that the presence of colloids increased the transport velocity of Cu and Zn by 5 to 50 times and that of Pb by 10 to 3000 times [15, 16]. Additionally, Roy and Dzombak [17] showed that Ni\(^{2+}\) cations exhibited faster breakthrough in sand columns when in situ colloids were mobilised. Lastly, Sen et al. [18] demonstrated that kaolin colloids can lead to
increased retardation of Ni$^{2+}$ cations depending on the porous medium grain to colloid size ratio.

The apparent dependence of facilitated transport on solution chemistry and flow rate points to complex interplay between thermodynamic and kinetic controls on colloid-metal co-transport. Bacteria are ubiquitous in subsurface environments but to date there has been no systematic experimental study examining the relative significance of thermodynamic and kinetic controls on the mobility of metals in mixed metal-bacteria systems. Here, we examine this problem by conducting metal-bacteria co-transport experiments using two injection scenarios: (i) co-injection experiments in which cells and Zn are mixed at the column inlet to examine the relative partitioning of metal between bacteria, fluid and the porous medium, and (ii) injection of cells pre-adsorbed with Zn to examine whether Zn will re-distribute between phases.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell culture and preparation

The Gram-negative bacterium *Pantoea agglomerans* (also known as *Enterobacter agglomerans* [19]) was used for the purpose of this study because (a) its surface chemistry has been well characterized [20] and (b) it forms mono-dispersed suspensions allowing reproducible cell transport behaviour. Fresh cell batches were cultured after the method of Tourney et al. [21] in two successive stages. First, 250 mL Pyrex flasks containing 100 mL sterilised Lysogeny Broth growth medium (30 g L$^{-1}$ tryptone, 5 g L$^{-1}$ yeast extract) were inoculated from primary cultures kept in agar plates. Growth medium in the Pyrex flasks was sterilised before use by autoclaving at 121°C for 30 minutes. The 100 mL cultures were then incubated for 16 hours at 30°C and were harvested in their stationary growth phase. In the second stage, 2 L Pyrex flasks containing 1 L of the same growth medium were inoculated with 5 mL of the 100 mL cell suspension. The 1 L cultures were subsequently incubated under the same conditions. This procedure was followed in order to achieve a final homogeneous cell suspension for use in the experiments. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation (Sorvall RC6 centrifuge) at 19,300 g for 15 minutes at 4 °C and washed three times with 18 MΩ ultrapure water (Purite Ltd). Cell dimensions were determined on scanning electron microscope images of *P. agglomerans* cells [8], at 1.1 ± 0.3 µm and 0.49 ± 0.04 µm (mean± st. deviation) for length and width respectively. The isoelectric
point of \textit{P. agglomerans} cells has been measured and is approximately 2.1 (Figure S.4 of the Supporting Information (SI) document).

2.2. Mineral preparation

General purpose silica sand (Fisher Scientific) was first sieved with stainless steel sieves to a grain size range 120-350 µm. Grain size distribution was determined on a sample of 2 g using a Beckman Coulter LS Particle Size Analyser. Characteristic size distribution values are $d_{50} = 212$ µm and uniformity coefficient $d_{60}/d_{10} = 1.40$. After heating at 550°C for 48 hours to destroy organic materials \cite{22}, sand was rinsed with ultrapure (18 MΩ) water. In order to remove metal traces sand was soaked in 2.87 M HNO$_3$ for 24 hours \cite{23}. The acid solution was then decanted and the sand was rinsed repeatedly with ultrapure water until the pH of the supernatant was approximately equal to the pH of the point of zero charge (pH$_{zpc}$) of the silica sand \cite{23}. Further, the sand was agitated in a suspension with pH close to 10 for 2 hours in order to remove readily soluble silica and remaining colloids \cite{22}. The sand was again rinsed several times with ultrapure (18 MΩ) water and washed in 0.001 M HNO$_3$ for 12-14 hours to remove any remaining cations \cite{24}. Finally, the sand was washed several times with ultrapure water to pH close to the pH$_{zpc}$. The final sand product was used in the “clean sand” experiments.

An Fe coating was added to a portion of the clean sand to obtain the Iron Oxide Coated Sand (IOCS). The iron oxide coating increases the surface area of the sand and increases metal affinity compared to the uncoated silica \cite{25}. The coating did not alter the particle size distribution compared to the uncoated material. The preparation procedure was adapted from Schwertmann \cite{26} and Yee and Fein \cite{23}. First, batches of polyethylene bottles containing 100 g of clean sand were mixed with 10.36 g Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$ in 1 L of ultrapure (18MΩ) water. The content was continuously stirred while aliquots of 6 M NaOH were added until the suspension pH reached 6. The bottles were shaken on a rotor overnight to enhance contact of the sand grains with the solution. Samples were then washed in a 1 M NaNO$_3$ solution with pH close to three. This procedure allowed the coated sand with strongly bound iron oxide particles to be separated from weakly attached iron oxide aggregates \cite{26}. The coated grains were then rinsed repeatedly until all free Fe and Fe precipitates were removed from the solution. Finally, the coated grains were oven-dried at 60°C \cite{27}. XRF
analysis (Philips 2404 spectrometer) showed that clean sand contains 99.3% silica, while the Fe content of IOCS was measured at 17.90 mol Kg\(^{-1}\). Result for Fe content was confirmed with Aqua-regia digestion to within 1% difference.

2.3. Zinc adsorption experiments

Cells were washed three additional times in NaClO\(_4\) electrolyte, whose ions exhibit minimal binding onto the mineral and bacterial surfaces, of the same concentration used in the Zn batch adsorption experiments. Selected cell concentrations for the adsorption experiments were 0.25 and 0.5 g L\(^{-1}\) dry biomass, and zinc concentration was 1.53\(\times\)10\(^{-4}\) M. We selected low biomass: metal ratios to resolve adsorption among functional group sites at higher pH 6.5-7.5 conditions [28], and also to match concentrations used in flow experiments as more concentrated suspensions could clog up the columns. A mass concentration of 0.5. g L\(^{-1}\) dry biomass is equivalent to a cell density of approximately 5\(\times\)10\(^8\) cells mL\(^{-1}\), lying between 10\(^7\) cells mL\(^{-1}\) which is typical for pristine groundwater and 10\(^9\) cells mL\(^{-1}\) which is typical for soil environments [29, 30].

The following solution preparation procedure was followed to avoid the “acid shock” of the cells [31]. A 400 mL 1.91\(\times\)10\(^{-4}\) M Zn solution was prepared (from a standard solution 1.53\(\times\)10\(^{-2}\) M Zn(NO\(_3\))\(_2\).4H\(_2\)O in 0.5 M HNO\(_3\), Fisher Scientific) and its pH was increased to approximately 4. Then, a 100 mL (1.25 or 2.5 g L\(^{-1}\) dry biomass) cell suspension was prepared and the pH was adjusted to approximately 4 by adding a known volume of 0.1 M HNO\(_3\). Lastly, the cell suspension was mixed with the zinc solution to obtain the final cell-zinc suspension concentrations (0.25 or 0.5 g L\(^{-1}\) dry biomass – 1.53\(\times\)10\(^{-4}\) MZn). Five mL sub-samples were collected in glass vials in triplicate to calculate the dry mass of suspensions. Sub-samples were evaporated to dryness at 50\(^{\circ}\)C until no change in weight was observed. Dry weights were corrected for electrolyte contribution.

Cell-zinc adsorption experiments were carried out at a pH above 3.5 to avoid cell lysis [31] and below 7.5 to avoid Zn precipitation based on Visual MINTEQ calculations [32]. Sub-samples of 20 mL were taken from the suspension beaker in 30 mL reaction vessels that had been acid washed before. The pH was adjusted in the suspension beaker between successive sub-samples by adding a known amount of NaOH to
obtain samples in the desired pH range. After equilibration for 30 minutes 10 mL were then drawn with a 10 mL syringe and filtered with 0.20 µm filters into 30 mL acid washed plastic bottles. Bottle samples were subsequently acidified (11 M HNO₃, Fisher Scientific) and kept at 4°C. They were analysed for dissolved Zn concentration with an Varian Spectra AA300 atomic absorption spectrophotometer using an air/acetylene flame at a wavelength of 213 nm. RSD analytical precision was between 0.1 and 2.2% for all samples measured. The final pH of the remaining suspension was measured immediately in the tubes. Samples of Zn solution equilibrated in tube reactors without bacteria were taken for control. Control samples were taken to measure the initial concentration of Zn in suspension. Zinc adsorption onto the tubes was not detected.

Kinetics of Zn adsorption onto P. agglomerans were also investigated at pH 7 by rotating reaction vessels on a rotating rack for varying time periods. Kinetics of zinc adsorption onto IOCS were investigated at pH 7 in reaction vessels containing 7.5 g IOCS and 1.53×10⁻⁴ M Zn in 27.5 mL suspensions. Moreover, a batch adsorption experiment at varying pH conditions was carried out for the IOCS adsorbent using the same concentrations as in the kinetic study.

Finally, surface complexation (SC) modelling of zinc adsorption onto both adsorbent surfaces was carried out using the optimization program FITEQL 4.0 [33]. Site concentrations used during adsorption modelling have been determined previously by modelling data of potentiometric titrations of P. agglomerans suspensions [20]. Several non electrostatic models were fitted to the adsorption data to test varying number/combinations of functional group types contributing to adsorption. The SC models are described in detail in the SI document. Briefly, as pH increases sites tend to deprotonate and subsequently adsorb Zn according to the following metal adsorption reaction:

\[ R-A_i^- + Zn^{2+} \leftrightarrow R-A_iZn^+ \]  

(1)

where \( R \) denotes the bacterium where the functional group type, \( A_i \), is attached. \( R-A_i^- \) and \( R-A_iH \) represent deprotonated and protonated sites of the functional group respectively. A 1:1 stoichiometry was used to describe the Zn-functional group site adsorption complex [34], as other reaction stoichiometries were not supported due to
the poor fits of the models on the experimental datasets. Adsorption constants $K_{(i)ads}$ ($i = 1, 2, 3…$) are described using the following expression:

$$\begin{align*}
K_{(i)ads} &= \frac{[R - A_i]Zn^+]}{[R - A_i][Zn^{2+}]} \tag{2}
\end{align*}$$

where brackets represent the concentrations of the sites at equilibrium and $[H^+]$ the activity of protons in solution.

### 2.4. Column experiments

#### 2.4.1. Column preparation:
Chromatography Omnifit borosilicate glass columns (25 mm internal diameter, 120 mm effective length, Sigma Aldrich) were wet packed with either clean or IOC sand. The water level was always kept 1-2 cm above the top of the sand surface. After each incremental addition of sand, the added sand was gently mixed with the lower surface layer of sand and then vibrated to minimize any settling and layering and to liberate any entrapped air [35]. Sand was always poured in small quantities from a low height and care was taken to avoid heap formation which often leads to particle size segregation [36]. Average porosity of packed columns was 0.40. The packed column was sealed with PTFE end fittings containing 40 µm polyethylene (PE) porous frits which support the sand and dispense the fluid and the bacteria. The base of the vertical column was connected through 1/16” PTFE tubing to a Masterflex peristaltic pump (Cole Palmer Instruments). A three way T-piece/valve connected the two influent containers with the pump. The effluent was collected at the column top outlet for AAS analysis and bacterial optical density measurement (CamSpec M501, wavelength 600 nm). Perfect mixing of solutions was tested; a dye tracer-zinc solution and a bacterial suspension were passed through the T-piece. The tracer, diluted by 50%, distributed homogeneously across the sand column.

#### 2.4.2. Column conditioning:
Sand columns were equilibrated with 10 pore volumes (PV) of ultrapure water. Subsequently 10 PV of the buffer/background electrolyte solution were pumped through to stabilise column pH and ionic strength to the suitable experimental conditions. 2-(N-morpholino) ethanesulfonic acid (MES) and 3-(N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) buffers were used to achieve pH 5.3 or 7 respectively. The cell/Zn solution with the same buffer and electrolyte concentration was then pumped through at 2 mL min$^{-1}$ until complete breakthrough.
2.4.3. **Effluent sampling:** 14 mL of effluent collected in 15 mL test tubes were prepared for analysis immediately after collection. Seven mL were immediately filtered through 0.20 µm filters to prevent potential post-sampling desorption of Zn from the cell surfaces and acidified to measure free aqueous zinc concentration. Cell concentration was measured with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (CamSpec M501) at wavelength $\lambda= 600$ nm in the remaining 7 mL, which were subsequently acidified, equilibrated to allow zinc desorption, and then filtered to measure the total mobile zinc concentration.

2.4.4. **Column experimental procedures:** Two different column experimental procedures were followed in this study, all run in duplicates:

1. A cell suspension containing $1 \text{ g L}^{-1}$ dry mass cell concentration was mixed with a $3.06 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M Zn}$ solution just before entering the packed column. Mixing took place at the T-piece before the inlet to the column. The dead volumes of the system were minimised so that the contact time between the cells and zinc did not exceed 3 seconds before reaching the inlet. In entering the column, zinc was “free” to distribute among the solid, cell and aqueous phase. The mixing resulted in a 50% dilution of both solutions, i.e. the final input concentrations were $1.53 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M Zn}$ and $0.5 \text{ g L}^{-1}$ dry mass which are the same as the concentrations used in the batch adsorption experiments. For a flow rate of 2 mL min$^{-1}$, the residence time for 1 PV was approximately 14 minutes. Cell suspensions supplying the sand columns were replenished approximately every 60 minutes to avoid cell death or DOC production [20].

2. For the second experimental procedure, $1.53 \times 10^{-2} \text{ M Zn}$ were pre-equilibrated with $0.5 \text{ g L}^{-1}$ dry mass concentration of a cell suspension before entering the column. Equilibration took place for approximately 30 minutes before entering the column.

In addition, zinc flow column experiments were run in the absence of bacteria to serve as control. These experiments were run under the same mineralogical and chemical conditions as the co-transport experiments. In addition, breakthrough curves of $9.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ M}$ and $1.53 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M Zn}$ influent through an IOCS column were compared.
They both exhibited the same characteristic breakthrough time which suggests that Zn adsorption onto IOCS follows a linear isotherm for the experimental concentration range.

2.4.5. Breakthrough curve modelling

The Stanmod-CFITIM equilibrium model [37] was used to model zinc breakthrough curves. The selected equilibrium model ignores chemical non-equilibrium effects which act during the experiments as will be discussed; it is used merely to obtain the value of the retardation factor (RF) to allow comparisons among different experiments. The model focuses on fitting the zinc BTC at the location where C/C₀ = 0.5 and provides an uncertainty estimation of the retardation factor, namely the standard error of regression coefficient, based on the goodness of fit. Model fits are not presented, rather interest is focused on the obtained retardation factors which are summarised in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Batch adsorption experiments

Experimental results showing the kinetics of zinc adsorption onto both adsorbent surfaces are provided in Figure S.1 of the SI document. Zinc adsorption onto P. agglomerans surfaces reaches 90% of its maximum value after approximately 30 min during an initially rapid adsorption phase, which is consistent with previous studies [34, 38]. Maximum adsorption is reached after approximately 100 minutes. Rapid adsorption onto IOCS takes place within 2 hours at pH 7. Slow adsorption continues to take place for longer likely due to micropore diffusion [39]. Adsorption onto IOCS at sub neutral pH 5.3 conditions was negligible, while adsorption onto clean sand was minimal throughout the pH range (results not shown).

Adsorption kinetics also showed that 80% of zinc adsorption onto cells takes place within the first 10 minutes of contact time. For zinc adsorption onto IOCS, 70% takes place within the first 10 minutes of contact time. This suggests that allowing a 10-15 minute influent residence time during column experiments is sufficient for bulk adsorption to be completed; nevertheless, variations in adsorption speed are expected within a column environment as the contact conditions are modified compared to a batch reactor.
Figure S.2 shows that pH influences zinc adsorption onto *P. agglomerans* surfaces dramatically. When pH increases, more functional group sites of the cell wall surface deprotonate attaining a negative charge, which allows further metal adsorption to take place [4, 28, 40]. Moreover, adsorption increases as biomass concentration increases. Biomass normalised zinc adsorption is comparable to that of another Gram negative *E. coli* [41], suggesting that *P. agglomerans* exhibits typical adsorption behaviour. Moreover, the batch experiment of zinc adsorption onto IOCS (Figure S.3) demonstrates strong dependence on pH.

Table S.2 provides the surface complexation adsorption constants and site concentrations of the two zinc adsorbing cell surface sites for both *P. agglomerans* and IOCS surfaces. A two site non-electrostatic adsorption model best described the adsorption data (Table S.1). Similarly, a two site non-electrostatic model was chosen to describe zinc adsorption onto IOCS. Experimental data and modelled curves are provided in section S.2 of the SI. A comparison of the acidity constants (Table S.2) shows that bacterial surface sites deprotonate at a lower pH than IOCS sites and thus can take up metals at more acidic conditions. However, a comparison of the adsorption constants indicates that, at higher pH, zinc adsorption is more favourable on IOCS sites as they deprotonate.

### 3.2. Co-transport of Zn and cells without prior association

In clean sand columns, zinc and *P. agglomerans* cells were co-transported without pre-association. Figure 1A shows that, at pH 7 and I 0.01 M, concentrations of total zinc breaking through in the absence or presence of cells are similar and, hence, cells have little effect on total zinc mobility (in all figures, bromide was used as the conservative tracer for column flow characterization and error bars have been omitted for clarity; average 2σ values are ±0.06 and ±0.08 for zinc and cell concentrations respectively). The calculated retardation factors for the experiments in the absence (Zn- no cells) and presence of cells (total Zn) are presented in Table 1. The retardation factor of free Zn was calculated after normalising the BTC data by dividing each C/C₀ observation by the steady state concentration (C/C₀ = 0.74). Zinc partitions between the fluid (60%), cells (30%) and clean sand (10%), in the period between 2-9 PVs. After 9 PVs, steady state is reached, whereby cell-bound mobile zinc accounts for
approximately 25-30% of the total zinc that breaks through (Table 1). These results were anticipated as cells and zinc both exhibit a slight retardation (RF<2) relative to the bromide conservative tracer when they travel through clean sand columns.

Figure 1B presents BTCs from a co-transport experiment in an IOCS column carried out at pH 5.3 and I 0.01 M. At this particular pH only a negligible fraction of the influent zinc is expected to adsorb onto the IOCS (see Figure S.3). Hence, in the absence of cells zinc exhibits a slight retardation (RF=1.42). During co-transport, cells breakthrough (C/C₀ = 0.5) approximately 3 PVs later than zinc. This is due to the negative surface charge of cells at pH 5.3, as measured experimentally (see Figure S.4 in SI), which results in their strong electrostatic attachment on the positively charged IOCS [42]. Cell straining is not thought to contribute significantly to the observed cell removal. The degree of straining is governed by the shorter of the two cell dimensions (0.49 µm), as cells tend to align themselves to the flow direction [43]. The ratio of cell to grain particle diameter in these column experiments is approximately 0.0023, significantly lower than 0.05 which has been the reported threshold value at which straining becomes significant [44]. However, ratios as low as 0.0017 have been associated with straining [35, 45, 46]. Moreover, the ratio of cell to average grain size in silica sand and IOCS packed columns is maintained the same, and hence differential straining behaviour is not anticipated. On the other hand, the gradual approach to peak breakthrough concentrations which is a common feature to silica and IOCS sand packed columns could be attributed to straining [35]. Further experimental work and modelling would be required to attest this.

Despite absolute cell retention in this initial period, zinc breaks through with only little retardation compared to zinc in the absence of cells or to a conservative tracer (RF=1.54). Concentrations of total zinc are similar to concentrations of free zinc for PV< 4, indicating zinc transport was not associated with bacteria despite the fact that some zinc is expected to associate with P. agglomerans cells at these pH conditions (Figure S.2). This suggests that the different relative velocities of cells and zinc in the column lead to their chromatographic separation which reduces their contact time leading to adsorption. As more cells breakthrough at later PVs, free aqueous zinc decreases due to the increase in cell-bound mobile zinc (Fig. 1B).
Figure 1C presents experimental BTCs obtained at pH 7. Zinc in the control experiment (no cells) breaks through with significant retardation after 8 PVs. Thereafter, zinc adsorption becomes rate limited and takes place at a slower rate. Hence, zinc does not reach 100% breakthrough even after 25 PVs, which is consistent with the observations from the batch kinetic experiments showing that slow sorption continues to take place even after 420 minutes (see Figure S.1). An apparent zinc dispersion effect takes place due to this slow adsorption kinetics mechanism. It is noted that during co-transport total Zn breaks through with only a limited delay compared to the control experiment. This is also reflected in the values of the retardation factor (Table 1), which equals 8.88±0.31 and 10.15±0.68 for the control and the co-transport experiment respectively. Thus, cells do not act strongly as a conveyor belt for zinc as would be expected, despite the fact that (i) cells have strong affinity for zinc at pH 7 and (ii) they travel much faster than zinc. Chromatographic separation is less likely to take place as both cells and zinc are initially retarded and thus sufficient contact time is allowed. It becomes apparent that the IOCS and cell surface adsorbents compete for the available free zinc of the influent solution. These results imply the thermodynamic control over the adsorption, such that cells do not play a significant role on zinc transport or immobilisation. This is clearly reflected in the calculated adsorption constants ($K_{\text{ads}}$) for Zn to the two surfaces, which are higher for IOCS by at least 3 orders of magnitude (see Table S.2). Once kinetics of adsorption onto IOCS is slow enough, zinc is found in solution and uptake by cells can take place. This is noted in the effluent after 9 PVs: cells affect the distribution of zinc between cell-bound mobile and free species, only when bulk fast adsorption onto the IOCS has been completed. At apparent steady state conditions (after 16 PVs), the equilibrium concentrations of zinc adsorbed onto $P. \text{agglomerans}$ surfaces are in agreement with the batch adsorption experimental results (Fig. S.1). It is noted that non-linearity of adsorption would lead to non-overlapping BTCs. This would invalidate the comparison of arrival time and peak concentration between the BTCs of zinc-no cells and total zinc (calculated as the sum of free-zinc BTC and mobile cell-bound zinc BTC). As mentioned in section 2.4.4, zinc adsorption is linear in the experimental concentration range used.

### 3.4. Co-transport of Zn associated with cells
An additional column co-transport experiment was carried out following the second experimental procedure of section 2.4. Cells and zinc were pre-associated at pH 7, I 0.01 M before entering the IOCS column which resulted in approximately 40% of Zn being cell-bound. Under this experimental scenario (Fig. 2), cell mobility was initially attenuated similarly to Figure 1C. Zeta potential measurements (SI, section S.3, Figure S.4) showed that adsorption of zinc to cells did not significantly reduce the negative zeta potential and thus did not decrease the electrostatic adsorption to IOCS. It is observed (Fig. 2) that after the first 3 PVs, 20% of cells breakthrough in the effluent. Yet, cell-bound mobile zinc is not measured in the effluent suggesting that zinc was stripped off the surface of \textit{P. agglomerans} cells and adsorbed onto the IOCS. However, in the period between the 3\textsuperscript{rd} until 6\textsuperscript{th} PV mobile zinc appears in the effluent. Free zinc concentration is practically zero while total zinc can be attributed to adsorbed mobile zinc (samples were filtered immediately after collection to avoid new equilibrium being attained in the collection tube; hence minimal zinc could desorb from the cell surfaces). This gives evidence of facilitated transport when cells and zinc are pre-associated on entering the column. Transport facilitation is reflected on the shape of the BTC of total zinc, and also in the lower value of the retardation factor (RF=7.60±0.25 for total Zn) in comparison to the control experiment (RF=8.88±0.31) shown in Table 1. Mobile cell-bound zinc breaks through 4 PVs earlier than previously, when cells and zinc were not pre-associated (Figure 1C), i.e. almost twice as fast.

Eventually, the amount of cell-bound zinc observed at apparent “steady state” (data after ~16 PVs) approximates the influent equilibrium concentration. At steady state approximately 0.45 g L\textsuperscript{-1} of cells (calculated as 0.9×0.5 g L\textsuperscript{-1}) adsorb 5.4×10\textsuperscript{5} M Zn (calculated as (0.9-0.55) × 1.53×10\textsuperscript{-4} M). On the other hand, at the time corresponding to approximately 6PVs, 0.35 g L\textsuperscript{-1} of cells (calculated as 0.7×0.5 g L\textsuperscript{-1}) adsorb 2.3×10\textsuperscript{5} M Zn (calculated as (0.15-0.00) × 1.53×10\textsuperscript{-4} M Zn). Therefore, the fraction of adsorbed mobile zinc is significantly less initially (e.g. at ~6 PVs, 2.3×10\textsuperscript{5}/0.35 = 6.57×10\textsuperscript{5} mol g\textsuperscript{-1}) than at equilibrium (either in the influent or at steady state where the adsorption fraction is 5.4×10\textsuperscript{5}/0.45 = 1.2×10\textsuperscript{4} mol g\textsuperscript{-1}). This observation suggests that zinc transfer from the cell surfaces to the IOCS continued also after the first 3 PVs flowed, suggesting reversibility of system reactions [6]. However, the residence
time was not sufficient for a new equilibrium to be attained, i.e. there was insufficient time for complete mass transfer of zinc from the cells to the IOCS.

4. Discussion

4.1. Mineralogical and chemistry controls

Mineralogy displayed a dominant effect on bacterial mobility. Cells broke through clean sand porous medium columns as fast as the conservative tracer. Cells were as mobile as zinc in the clean sand experiments and hence they only affected the distribution of mobile zinc. Significant cell retardation was observed when the medium was covered with an Fe coating. Yet, as was shown in Figure 1B, cells had negligible effect on zinc mobility in the IOCS column at below neutral pH conditions. Moreover, cells did not lead to enhanced mobility at pH 7 (Fig. 1C) despite the fact that they were significantly more mobile than zinc; this was due to the fact that their affinity for zinc was lower than that of IOCS.

However, it is possible that for different metal/colloid systems a specific pH range exists within which deprotonation of the colloid surface sites and metal adsorption onto them is thermodynamically supported, i.e. despite the greater adsorption constant \( \log K_{ads} \) of the porous medium site-metal complex, the deprotonation constant \( \log K_{\alpha} \) can be higher for colloid sites and hence adsorption will take place on the deprotonated colloid surface sites at a specific subneutral pH. Relative site concentrations for the porous medium and the colloid will also play a key role on relative metal adsorption. In the scenario where adsorption onto colloid surfaces dominates, colloid mobility will largely control metal transport.

4.2. Thermodynamic implications

It was shown that equilibrium assumptions are not met during column experiments when pre-association of cells and zinc takes place. This suggests that equilibrium assumptions are closely linked to the speed of the adsorption and desorption kinetics and the residence time; carrying out co-transport experiments at slower flow rates could highlight this effect. However, this was not done in the present study for fear of cell death and DOC production, either of which can influence adsorption. The flow rate in these experiments is typical of permeable aquifers while other aquifer systems can have slower velocities. Our results are not consistent with the finding of Turner
and Fein [47], who found that equilibrium assumptions are appropriate for the modelling of metal transport on bacteria bearing systems. In their study which used pre-associated suspensions of *B. subtilis* and Cd, Darcian velocity was 2.7 cm min\(^{-1}\), which is an order of magnitude greater than ours, 0.41 cm min\(^{-1}\). Hence, based on our findings their system was likely even further from equilibrium assumptions; however, it should be noted that their study made use of different adsorbent surfaces and sorbing metal. Despite the smaller value of Darcian velocity used in our study, non-equilibrium effects became evident. Thus, it is recommended that equilibrium conditions should not be assumed; instead they should be tested independently in each study. Kinetics should be carefully taken into consideration during experimental design (e.g. whether pre-association is allowed) and modelling work on the co-transport of colloids and metals. Steady state conditions were approximated only for the first type of experiments presented.

### 4.3. Environmental Relevance

The experimental application with the separate injection of the aqueous metal and the bacteria bears similarities to situations of contaminant metal spillage in soils containing colloids (e.g. bacteria) which can become mobilised [48, 49]. Also, this experimental design can be adopted to test the effectiveness of Permeable Reactive Barriers (PRBs) and filtration columns used for water decontamination [50, 51]; on the basis of our findings, IOCS PRBs or filters with similar characteristics are not expected to fail due to colloidal or bacterial plumes provided metal adsorption onto the filter is favourable and filter capacity is sufficient. In addition, the application of sewage sludge to farm land is an example of concurrent release of metal and bacterial loading which are commonly found in the sludge [52-55]; Metal exchange kinetics between competing adsorbent surfaces, such as those presented in this study, could potentially influence metal mobility.

A good understanding of metal adsorption/desorption kinetics and thermodynamic competition between different adsorbents is required to predict the fate of the metal in the natural system. It is currently a challenge to consider surface complexation within reactive transport modelling; such models could describe interactions between competing surfaces/metals and account for varying chemical conditions in an area that empirical sorption models have failed. However, they would require extensive input
data, including well constrained stability constants, well characterized mineralogy and knowledge of bacterial abundance.

The approach adopted in this study can be cautiously extrapolated to systems containing other bacterial species or metals with known stability constants, as it has been demonstrated that bacteria exhibit a universal (non specific to Gram grouping) proton and metal adsorption behaviour [56-58]. However, changes in cell growth phase will influence the values of the surface complexation constants [59, 60], and DOC commonly present in significant amounts in natural systems can modify our findings; DOC can potentially reduce adsorption of metals onto bacterial surfaces by acting as a competing complexing ligand [61, 62], facilitate contaminant transport [63] and also reduce cell deposition [64, 65]. Finally, the effect of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) commonly produced by bacteria on metal mobility is still unclear; previous research has shown that EPS can either contribute to metal binding [66] or act as a protective barrier for metal adsorption onto cell walls, but also enhance bio-clogging and cell deposition that can indirectly hinder metal mobility [67-69].
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Table 1. Retardation factors are presented for the breakthrough curves of Zn in the control experiments (absence of cells), total Zn and free aqueous Zn of the co-transport experiments presented in Figures 1 and 2. Retardation factors were calculated using an equilibrium model (CFITIM, Stanmod [37]) for simplicity. Associated error represents the standard error of the regression coefficient (±1s.e.). The number of PVs flowed to reach steady state, the relative concentration C/C_o of cell breakthrough and the percentage of mobile cell-bound zinc at steady state conditions are reported based on the BTCs of Figures 1 and 2. Errors associated with the percentage values represent 1σ calculated from the data steady state has been reached.
Figure 1. Zinc and cell BTCs from co-transport experiments carried out at (A) pH 7 and \( I = 0.01 \) M using clean sand columns, (B) pH 5.3 and \( I = 0.01 \) M using IOCS columns and (C) pH 7 and \( I = 0.01 \) M using IOCS columns. Influent Zn and cell concentrations were \( 1.53 \times 10^{-4} \) M and 0.5 g L\(^{-1}\) respectively. Free zinc represents aqueous zinc while total zinc represents the sum of free and mobile cell-bound zinc. Cell, free and total zinc BTC results are shown with triangle, square and circle symbols respectively. The BTC of the bromide conservative tracer is presented with “+” symbols and the BTC of \( 1.53 \times 10^{-4} \) M Zn in the absence of cells (control) is provided for comparison with “x” symbols.

Figure 2. Breakthrough curves of zinc/cell co-transport. Experiment was carried out at pH 7 and \( I = 0.01 \) M using an IOCS column and cells and zinc were pre-equilibrated in the influent. Influent total Zn and cell concentrations were \( 1.53 \times 10^{-4} \) M and 0.5 g L\(^{-1}\) respectively. Free zinc represents aqueous zinc while total zinc represents the sum of free and mobile cell-bound zinc. Cell, free and total zinc BTC results are shown with black triangle, square and circle symbols respectively. The BTC of the bromide conservative tracer is presented with “+” symbols and the BTC of \( 1.53 \times 10^{-4} \) M Zn in the absence of cells (control) is provided for comparison with “x” symbols.
Figure 1A.
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Figure 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental conditions</th>
<th>Ret. Factor Zn-no cells</th>
<th>Ret. Factor Total Zn</th>
<th>Ret. Factor Free Zn</th>
<th>PVs to steady state</th>
<th>Steady state C/Co cell BT</th>
<th>Cell bound Zn at steady state (%)</th>
<th>PVs to 50% cell BT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean Sand; pH 7 (Fig 1A)</td>
<td>1.58±0.04</td>
<td>1.97±0.04</td>
<td>1.95±0.02</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>26±1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOCS; pH 5.3 (Fig. 1B)</td>
<td>1.42±0.04</td>
<td>1.54±0.03</td>
<td>1.50±0.01</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9±3</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOCS; pH 7 (Fig. 1C)</td>
<td>8.88±0.31</td>
<td>10.15±0.68</td>
<td>9.71±0.22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>26±2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOCS; pH 7, Zn-cell pre-association (Fig. 2)</td>
<td>8.88±0.31</td>
<td>7.60±0.25</td>
<td>7.63±0.20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>36±3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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